
CAS Linguistics Courses for Spring 2016 

Note:	   	   These	  listings	  are	  subject	  to	  change.	   	   For	  the	  most	  up-‐to-‐date	  information,	  
please	  consult	  http://ling.bu.edu	  and	  the	  Student	  Link.	  

For students without any background in linguistics 

* CAS	  LX	  250	  is	  a	  prerequisite	  for	  all	  of	  the	  LX	  courses	  described	  below.
	   	   	   	   	   It	  also	  counts	  as	  a	  Humanities	  course	  for	  satisfaction	  of	  the	  Divisional	  Studies	  requirements.	  

CAS	   Title	   Instructor	   Days	   Times	   Prereqs.	  

Courses	  in	  general	  linguistics	  

LX	  250	   Introduction	  to	  Linguistics Chang	   TR	  
F	  [disc.]	  

11-‐12:30	  
various	   none	  

LX	  500	   Topics	  in	  Linguistics:	  Crosslinguistic	  
Perspectives	  on	  Language	  Acquisition	   Hagstrom	   TR	   2-3:30	   CAS	  LX	  250	  

LX	  501	   Linguistic	  Field	  Methods	   Myler	   MWF	   9-‐10	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
LX	  502	   Semantics	  1	   Alrenga	   TR	   12:30-‐2	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
LX	  510	   Phonetics	   Barnes	   MWF	   11-‐12	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
LX	  521	   Morphology	   Myler	   MWF	   12-‐1	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
LX	  522	   Syntax	  1	   Hagstrom	   TR	   3:30-‐5	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
LX	  525	   Prosody	   Barnes	   MWF	   2-‐3	   CAS	  LX	  510	  
LX	  545	   Bilingualism	   Chang	   TR	   2-‐3:30	   CAS	  LX	  250	  

Courses	  with	  a	  focus	  on	  a	  specific	  language	  or	  language	  family	  

LX	  406	   Linguistics	  of Contemporary	  English	   Alrenga	   TR	   9:30-‐11	   CAS	  LX	  250	  

LF	  503	   Structure	  of	  French:	  Phonology	  
(conducted	  in	  French)	   Neidle	   MWF	   10-‐11	   CAS	  LX	  250	  

and	  LF	  303	  
LG	  315	   Introduction	  to	  German	  Linguistics	   Waters	   TR	   2-‐3:30	   LG	  211	  

LJ	  510	   Structure	  of	  Japanese:	  Syntax	   Tsuji	   F	   12-‐3	   CAS	  LX	  250	  
and	  LJ	  112	  

CAS LX 250  Introduction to Linguistics.*         A1. Chang. TR 11-12:30. 

Study of the fundamental properties that all languages share, and how languages differ 
with respect to structure (sound system, word formation, syntax), expression of 
meaning, acquisition, variation, and change; cultural and artistic uses of languages; 
comparison of oral, written, and signed languages. 

Students should also sign up for a Friday discussion section at one of these times: 
9-10, 10-11, 11-12, 12-1, 1-2, 2-3

See	  also:	  http://ling.bu.edu	  
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Core courses  (required for majors and minors - can be taken in any order) 

CAS LX 502  Semantics 1.**                      A1.  Alrenga.  TR 12:30-2. 

Semantics is the study of linguistic meaning. This course will examine meaning from a 
variety of perspectives, including: how it is encoded in words and sentences, how native 
speakers interpret language, and how truth and falsehood can emerge from the complexity 
of the grammar. We will also touch on various aspects of pragmatics -- the function of 
meaning in a communicative setting.   
PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor.  

CAS LX 510  Phonetics.**                        A1.  Barnes.  MWF 11-12. 

Introduction to phonetic and phonological theory at an elementary level. Transcription and 
production of sounds, International Phonetic Alphabet, the anatomy and physiology of 
speech, speech acoustics, phonological rules, analysis of data from a variety of languages.  
PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

CAS LX 522  Syntax 1.**                   A1.  Hagstrom.   TR 3:30-5. 

Introduction to the logical structure and organization of language, and to generative theory. 
Application of principles of syntactic analysis to students' own and other languages through 
data-oriented problems from different language types.  

PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

Electives – with no prerequisite other than CAS LX 250 

CAS LX 500  Topics in Linguistics:               A1.  Hagstrom.  TR 2-3:30. 
 Crosslinguistic Perspectives on Language Acquisition.  

Exploration, within the framework of generative grammar, of how similarities and 
differences in the acquisition patterns of syntax, semantics, and morphology across 
typologically diverse languages provide key evidence about the essential nature of first and 
second language acquisition.  

PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 
              

 CAS LX 501  Linguistic Field Methods.               A1.  Myler.  MWF 9-10. 

An in-depth investigation of the phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and lexicon of 
an African or other non-Indo-European language. Weekly sessions with language 
consultant. 

PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**	  CAS	  LX	  250,	  502,	  510,	  522,	  and	  535	  also	  count	  as	  Humanities	  courses	  for	  satisfaction	  of	  the	  
Divisional	  Studies	  requirements.  
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Electives (cont.) 

CAS LX 521  Morphology.**                         A1.  Myler.  MWF 12-1. 

Morphology, the study of the internal structure and the shapes of words across languages, 
straddles the boundary between syntax and phonology. This course covers the major 
empirical and theoretical issues in the study of morphology, emphasizing links to other 
components of grammar.  

PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

 

 

PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

CAS LX 545  Bilingualism.                           A1. Chang.  TR 2-3:30. 
The psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics of life with two languages. Topics include 
bilingual language use, processing, acquisition, organization; effects of bilingualism on 
cognition and development; the bilingual brain; the bilingual speech community; bilingual 
education; bilingualism in the media and public eye.  
PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor.  
 

Linguistic Analysis of a Specific Language or Language Family 
 Conducted in English 

CAS LX 406  The Linguistics of Contemporary English.  A1. Alrenga. TR 9:30-11. 
A systematic introduction to the linguistic analysis of modern English (phonology, 
morphology, syntax) from the perspective of generative grammar. Other topics include: 
English and its West Germanic relatives, non-standard varieties and the development of 
standard English, varieties of World Englishes. 
PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 

CAS LG 315   Introduction to German Linguistics.    A1.  Waters.  TR 2-3:30. 
Introduction to major subfields of German linguistics: phonetics/phonology, morphology, 
syntax, semantics, historical linguistics, regional variation, and sociolinguistic aspects such 
as gender and English influence.  This course also aims to improve students’ German 
proficiency and pronunciation. 
PREREQ:  CAS LG 211 or equivalent proficiency, or consent of instructor. 

CAS LJ 510   Structure of the Japanese Language: Syntax.    A1. Tsuji.  F 12-3. 
Introduction to Japanese syntax, covering a range of topics including word order, 
information structure, questions, types of verbs, demonstratives, anaphora, and relative 
clauses. Close study of Japanese data will also form the basis for comparisons with English 
and other languages. Lectures and discussions in English with bilingual materials.  
PREREQ:  CAS LX 250 and CAS LJ 112 or 123 (or equivalent placement in Japanese), or 
consent of instructor. 
 

[See also CAS LX 501 Field Methods, listed with general electives.] 
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Linguistic Analysis of a Specific Language (cont.) 
 Conducted in French 

CAS LF 503  The Structure of French: Phonology.     A1.  Neidle.  MWF 10-11. 

The sound system of standard French, with exploration of dialect variation in France, 
Canada, and other Francophone regions of the world. Questions about mental 
representation of linguistic information, processes of word formation, and language var-
iation and change.  Students discover linguistic regularities through frequent problem sets. 

§ Learn how different sounds are produced, and how they fit into the overall 
phonological system of the French language.  

§ Discover ways in which your own pronunciation of French may deviate from that  
of native speakers, to improve your pronunciation.  

§ Explore the kinds of phonological changes have occurred in the evolution of French,  
as well as the kinds of phonological differences that account for dialectal variations.  

§ Reflect upon questions concerning the mental representation of linguistic information, 
and formulate and evaluate arguments in favor of specific hypotheses. 

  PREREQ: CAS LF 303 (or equivalent or higher) and CAS LX 250 or consent of instructor. 
     Note:  CAS LX 250 can be taken concurrently. 

 
 
 

Linguistics Course with One Prerequisite beyond LX 250 

CAS LX 525  Prosody.                             A1.  Barnes.  MWF 2-3.  

Exploration of the melodic and rhythmic aspects of the languages of the world. Emphasis on 
theoretical and experimental approaches to cross-linguistic typology. Specific topics include: 
syllables and syllable-weight, rhythm and speech timing; stress and metrics; tone and 
intonation.  
PREREQ:  CAS LX 510 Phonetics or consent of instructor.  

 

 

 
PREREQ:  CAS LX 510 or consent of instructor. 

 

	  


